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ANNUAL RETREAT SET FOR MARCH 20-21

Spectator
SEATTLE
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THE SPECTATOR
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Attention!

SEASON
'EVERYMAN' DRAMA CLIMAXES LENTEN
Play To Be Presented
EVERYMAN

S.J., To Give
Father Shannon,
'
Women sRetreat;Fr.Grady,S.J.
To Be Men's Retreat Master

GOD

DEATH

The Lenten season at Seattle College will reach its
climax at the Women's Century Theatre on Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 25 and 26 with the long-awaited production of "Everyman." The play, a composition in sound and

The Annual Retreat for students attending Seattle College will be held next Thursday and Friday, Mar. 20-21,
Father A. B. Corrigan, S. J., announced this week.

'Retreat-Masters selected are
Father Michael Shannon S. J., of
Seattle Prep, and Father Joseph
Grady S. J., vice-president of Bellarmine High School in Tacoma.
Conducting the women's Retreat
at Immaculate Conception Church

I

The

STUDENT
OBSERVER
Bill Quinn

.

Several people have asked lately if the Spectator is a regular
school publication, or if it just
comes out now and then like the
Alumni Bulletin. After a thorough
Investigation,
your Observer
found it's a real honest-to-goodness weekly with features -of
wide interest to
the Student
Body. However, publication and
circulation of the paper is set
up in such a way that copies are
not secured on Friday, the day
it's supposed to appear, (Time
Magazine is published in Chicago,
Illinois, and still appears here on
the newstands each Friday!),.but
rather they're secured, first, by
appointment with a Spectator
staff member; second, by attending the Student Body meeting
once a month at K. of C. Hall,
(near the Printer); third,
by
getting your name on the mailing list (a sure-fire way); fourth,
by systematically searching the
floor of the Chieftain; fifth, by
following janitors around from
floor to floor, (they can find
anything) ; sixth, by calling directly at the Spectator office
four days after day of issue for
your copy. The act that the Spectator is included in the Student
Body fees and that each student
is therefore entitled to a copy
should make staff consciences
squirm a bit about their performance of duties.
The fact that this is printed
shows that many members riding the masthead are willing to
face the very obvious truth that
the condition has now reached a
deplorable state, but apparently
all of them so far lack an adequate solution.
Now that we are a larger
school, there is no excuse for
skipping over services to the individual student, faithfully rendered in past years when S. C.
was smaller. A school is never
too large to see to it that the job
is properly done.
Next Woex heralds the opening
of a new quarter and with it occurs the quarterly meeting of the
ActivitiesBoard. This time every
effort should be made to avoid
the mistakes of the previous
quarters. Perhaps the heads of
the organizations will be more
lenient this time in their eagerness for securing activity days,
because many affairs of the past
quarter suffered from their very
nearness to similar school functions. It would be a good idea,
too,' to alternate mixers and date
dances, so that more students
receive a chance to participate in
school affairs. Fortunately, A. SS. C. Pres. Fred Holt has a provision in his platform that calls
for a special meeting of all the
heads of various organizations
prior to each quarter, for the express purpose of ironing out planning difficulties in advance of
the Activities Board Meeting. A
sane and sensible program for
S. C. social affairs in Spring
Quarter should logically be the
first order of new business at
that session.
Sure and before Iforgit it, it's
me that's a' tellin you that I'm
just after recelvin' a cablegram

■ Continued on Page 4)

Morality
Tuesday-Wednesday, March 25-26
By College Drama Guild At 8:30

color with a philosophic message,
is now taikng impressive form in
nightly rehearsals in St. Joseph's
auditorium, under the skillful direction of Mr. Crawley.
Outstanding thus far has been
the work of Don Wood, veterata
Seattle College actor, In the title
role of Everyman, who is called
by Death Wo a general reckoning.
His life has been worldly, forget-

teen characters has been handled
by Nina Peabody and Joan Criuckshank. Each character is in costume of a different color. In the
robe of God are seen all colors.
All details are bein coordinated

is Father Shannon.
by Don Bilodeau, assistant direcThe men's Retreat will be held
tor.
at St. James' Cathedral, with
Besides the two performances
Father GraSy as Retreat-Master.
open to S. V. students, Tuesday
Both Jesuits are widely known for
their spiritual lectures.
Holding the main three leads In "Everyman" production Is Don ger Gill as God, and Ken Wood ful of its ending. At the last hour, atnd Wednesday, "Everyman" will
he turns to his Strength, to Pleas- be shown Thursday, March 27 to
The Retreat will begin each day the drama guild's forthcoming Wood portraying Everyman, Ro- |playing the part of Death.
ure
and Beauty, to Fellowship and a wider Ca.holic audience, under
by
Mass
followed
an
instrucwith
Five Wits, seeking help and com- the Joint sponsorship of the
tion, with another instruction companionship. Ken Wood as Death Knights of Columbus and the St.
mencing at 10:40. Benediction at
and Roger GUI as God have the Vincent de Paul Society. Wednes11:80 will conclude the day's
principle supporting roles in a day afternoon, students of the
exercises.
Colcast of fifteen.
is
an
annual
Catholic high schools of Seattle
Retreat
The
original musical score has. will see the matinee. Ticket sales
An
lege function giving men and
recently
Club
T]Je Commerce
Next week will decide the The Labor Management been designed by Sister Mary Jo- to S. C. attAidente are directed by
women students a chance to adthe
schedule
for
announced
its
success of
just themselves spiritually.
"Virginia or Forum of Seattle College pre- seph, head of the School of Music Lucia Baril; tickets may be purSpring
quarter.
is
comRetreat
two-day
The
Bust" drive, according to the sented last Wednesday night at St. Benedict's. The musical chased in the main lobby of the
is under the direction Liberal Arts Building. Rosemary
April 1. Film of "Automotive
pulsory for all Catholic students.
chairman of the campaign. one of the nation's outstand- production
of Bill Moeller.
Barrett is in charge of publicity.
Non-Catholic students wishing to Industry" supplied by Automobile
A.
ing
labor
Mr.
speakers,
"Ticket* will be difficult to sell
The
large
attend are cordially invited.
cast
has
a
learned
The cast:
Manufacturing Association at the last of the month, as past Phillips Randolph, President
stylized technique of act- Messenger
Margo Horsman
of America" Technicolor
experiences have proven," Tom of the International Brother- specially
ing. Mr. Crawley has given extra
prologue)
and
(epilogue
April 14. Speaker from the Tangney told Ills Inter-Collegiate hood of Sleeping Car porters. attention to diction, gesture and
God
Roger Gill
comrai'tecmen
last
Knight
..Mon- In what should be termed' one posture. The production of a morfield of public finance and.taxDeath
Ken Wood
(heir
day night at
weekly meet- of
ation.
the best addresses ever deliver- ality play has required extra ef- Everyman
Don Wood
ing.
ed In Seattle College, Mr. Ran- fort on the part of the seven-man Fellowship
April 28. Speaker from lumber
Joe Schneider
He urged the various members dolph discussed ways and means technical crews. Jim QRoddy and
industry. "Future and DevelopCousin
Joan
Cruickshank
aad Signifi- to impress upon the organizations for labor and management to Stan Williams have constructed Kindred
Phyllismary Young
A .new constitution of the ment of NorthwestEconomy.
importance
of reach the ul innate goal of a com- the unique set on three levels.
they represent, the
Goods
Pat Schock
Lettermen's Club of Seattle cant Place in our
pushing the sales as much as pos- pletely unified and smooth-work- Roddy and Nina Peabody have
on
Alaska's
Speaker
Good
May 11.
Deeds
Dolores
Gross
College was drawn up at the
sible, in order to make the $1500 ing team.
arranged for the lighting, which Knowledge
present position and future role goal.
iSarann Breene
:
Monday,
of
the
ng
last
Contact
those
outside
club's meet
Touching on various labor legis- will come only from overhead, Confession
Gene Malliet
in international economics.
acting president Vince Pep- May 20. Annual Dinner Meeting school, he said, for these Pack- lation now before Congress, Mr. shining only on God, other char- Strength
Pat Kelly
radios
draw
even
ard-Bell
will
define, acters taking light only as it is Five Wits
per announced.
George Flood
featuring a speaker of national more interest from parents and Randolph proceeded' to
from his viewpoint, what is term- reflected from His magnificence. Discretion
George Anderson
The new constitution substan- prominence. .
business men.
ed
it
regarding
big
labor
and
showed
that
of
policy
designing
The
task
and
makBeauty
Margo Horsman
the
club's
tiates
At least two tours of industrial
The larger of the sets, a table was not nearly as big, In actuality, ing original costumes for the six- Angel
letter awards. According to the or commercial establishments will
Marcie Mooney
combination radio-phonograph is
new constitution, such awards will be conducted during the quarter. accompanied with twenty-five as big business. Clearly pointing
out various inequalities in the
be given only to varsity basket- In addition a barbecue will be
worthof records. Two oth- present system, he stated that laball, minor sports and their re- held some time in May. Debating dollars
er "> radios, also included in the bor cannot bow to restrictive legspective managers.
and forums on current economics drawing, are the latest table moislation.
Skiing was voted a minor sport issues will be included in the
del sets with all wood cabinets,
iHe showed the manner in which
and the following rule was agreed Spring
Quarter agenda.
closed backs, and a light maple
upon: the contestant must enter
big business controlled the majorThe first in the series of spring
All Commerce students are.eli- finish.
The musical background for
at least one-half of meets approvity of popular educational facili- quarter meetings planned by
gible for membership and are
being
sponsored
The
drive
is
to
Department
Everyman has been designed by a
ties, stage, screen, and press, of
ed by the Athletic
Gamma Sigma Alpha journalism
urged to avail themselves of the raise the necessary funds to send
and must finish in the upper 50
the nation and that from labor's honorary, for the newly-formed Seattle nun, Sister Mary Joseph
opportunity.
representafour
College
entered,
Seattle
stand this was not a favorable Writers' Club
percent of competition
will be held next Towey 0.P., head of the School
Students are introduced to their tives to the National Forensic situation.
Pepper said.
in
room
117 at 12:15 of Music at St. Benedicts. It is
Tuesday
The constitution also provides respective field of Commerce and Tournament in Virginia.
Stating that big business and noon, and will feature Mr. Fred
an hours music, underlining the
the
of
sale
in
the
varsity
basketball arc acquired with
views
that junior
Tickets are now on
labor must get together with all Hamann, associate editor of the spoken voices. A separate musical
players would not be alcoepted in those prominent in the field, thus Liberal'Arts Building at 50 cents the. facts and figures, and reach "Evergreen," as guestspeaker.
motif has been composed for each
the club. However, junior varsity supplementing with practical apiece or three for a dollar. The their agreements from the standMr. Hamann, anthor of the character, adding power and
nuMarch
given
drawing
winners
will
be
the
academic
course
will
be
held
28th.
knowledge
award
point of complete and unaffected lexicon Air Words, and formerly
meaning to the speeches.
merals corresponding with their studied in College. Preparation
reasoning, he brought out the fact employed In the Office of Public
is
profession
Such
numerals
Sister Mary Joseph, designing
year.
for one's business
graduation
that via educationof the laboring relations at Boeings,' will disthe
music in terms of the dramaare to be worn on light slip-over of inestimable value and the
man, fair play by both parties, cuss the aspects of "How to
sweaters.
Commerce Club offers this medland proper support of the legis- Make a Living at Writing." A tic production, has used harmonic rhythms in the music repreMention of 23 new lettermen to ium for the accomplishment of
lative bodies, America's economic member of the Speaker's Bureau
senting evil against polyphonic
be received into the club at a the same.
be
to
a
brought
problems could
at the Chamber of Commerce, rhythms, for
the characters who
banquet, to be held at the discresuccessful and beneficial conclu- Mr. Hamann has frequently adare
good.
tion of the Athletic Department,
dressed other such writers' gathThe AWSSC will sponsor a card sion.
terminated the meeting, Pepper
The composer, or in Mr. CrawForcefully demonstrating that erings throughout the Northwest.
be
at
8:30
to
party
tonight
p.m.
stated.
ley's phrase, musical designer,
an educated laboring man cannot
All students interested in comheld at Sarazin and Bordeaux be Communistic, Mr. Randolph deSister Mary Joseph Towey, holds
mercial writing are eligible to
Halls, women's dormitories.
a B. A. in music and an M. A.
clared that labor was seeking its attend the meeting.
in
musical education from the
food,
to
God-given
rights
clothing,
The tickets are now on sale in
"
University of Washington. She
and
living
decent
conditions.
of
the
Liberal
lobby
the main
has previously composed several
Departing for Tacoma to atMr. Randolph 1b to be highly
Arts Building. Charge per perCounselthe
Senior
Student
hymns, which are widely sung.
tend
for
intelligent
commended
hie
son is fifty cents.
ing Meeting are Mrs. Ruth JohnThe proceeds are for the bene- approach, his heart-warming eloA ten week, twenty hour, son, Registrar, and Mrs. John
fit
of the Women's Lenten Ac- quence, and his basically Christian
will
at
radio class
be offered
LtMge, head of the Seattle Coltivity,
and proceeds will go into trend of thought
Seattle College during the lege Testing Bureau.
treasury.
The "AEGIS," Seattle College's
the
club
Registration
Spring Quarter.
The meetings will be held on
is ready for the press!
yearbook
be
in
class
made
may
the
is
for
The party
under the chairthree consecutive days, March 17,
Culminating
long range plans, and
will
It
the , registrar's
18, 19. Monday the meeting will manship of Kathleen Conroy, and
weeks
of work, the annual
many
8:30
Wednesday
evenings,
meet
be held at Stadium High School, Rosemary Barrett is in charge of
will be handed to the printers Jeanne Marie Eschbach, senior
to 10:80 pm. The Instructor is at Lincoln High on Tuesday, and refreshments. Mary Trumbull is
the first of next week.The dead- English major, is recovering in
Don Reese, station announcer concluding the session Wednes- supervising the sale of tickets.
is considerably earlier this Providence hospital today after
line
at ricvk.
hall
is
at
Bordeaux
located
day at Clover Park. They will
The
meet
next
Gavel
Club
will
year
radio
than last, so that there will a severe attack of influenza.
Fundamentals of
Aye. and Sarazin 1103
meet daily from 0:00 until 12:00 1139-17th
Tuesday evening- at 7:30 in the be sufficient time for the book
speaking, writing and producAye.
Miss Eschbach, who is an asand conclude with a dinner Wed- 16th
Liberal Arts Building, room 219. to be out prior to the end of the sociate in the
tion will be offered to all stu- nesday evening.
Seattle College pubBusiness of the meeting will con- Spring quarter.
dents enrolled in this course.
lic relations office, was seized
VETERANS
Thursday March 20, they will
sist of formulating the final plans
Mary Stevenson, editor extends suddenly
last Saturday night at
An important meeting will be for the four club members who her thanks on behalf of the Edi- her home in
journey to Port Angeles, with a
Rainier Beach.
EVERYONE IS INVITED session from 1:00 until 3:30.
held March 27th at 1:00 o'clock are to attend the Grand National torial Staff for the many hours
Attendants
at the hospital said
TO CARD PARTY TO BE
It is anticipated that much in- in the Knight's of Columbus Hall. Debate Tournament at the Uni- of work contributed by members she is resting easily now
HELD THIS EVENING formation of a useful nature will Restricted Navy Films on Atomic versity of Virginia in early April, of the staff and others. Thanks to is expected to be removedanil she
to her
John- Energy will be shown, and vital Club members
acquired, and thus
give examples also expressed to
many mem-

Complete Spring
Quarter Schedule
Commerce Club Set

IK's Virginia Drive A. Phillips Randolph
Enters Last Week Addresses L-M Forum
Of Ticket Selling On U. S. Labor
- Issues
the

.

—

Lettermen's Club
Votes Skiing as
Minor SC Sport

1

Fred Hamann Will
Address Gamma Sig
Tuesday at 12:15

Musical Background
For PlayComposed by
Sister Mary Joseph

AWSSC Sponsored
Card Party Tonight
At Residence Halls

Tacoma Meeting to

Be Attended by Two
Radio Class Added SC Fcaulty Members
To Spring Quarter
Evening Schedule

office.

AT SARAZIN AND BORDEAUXX HALLS, SPONSORED BY AWSSC.

Stevenson Announces
Aegis to be Ready
For Press Next Week Publicity Assistant
III at Home With
Final Plans for
Influenza Attack
Virginia Trip to be
Laid by Gaveleers

will
the
M^s.
home shortly.
and Mrs. Lange will be bet- new information concerning Na- of extemporaneous and impromp- bers o the Student Body for their
FreshLife
Insurance
will
cooperation
tional Service
tu speaking, Instead of the usual
and punctuality in
ter able to assist incoming
be discussed.
practice debates.
having their pictures taken.
man Students.
FADABA
be

Bon,

2

I

Trapped
—

SPECTATOR

The Spectator, the official publication of the Associated Students
Seattle College, will be published every Friday during the
holastic year.

EDITORIAL STAFF

Utor
Associate Editor
Editor

L. JOHN FLOOD

.GEORGE ANDERSON
ROBERT NELSON

Eiging

THE SPECTATOR

.. .

Prodigal Son

Jim Wilson

dow.

LOIS MURPHY
JIM HUGHES
TOM TANGNEY
LORRAINE BRULE

-

For Tomorrow You May Die
To
who
reminder that this
familiar.
of
Two

attended
Retreat

The younger son was a son-of-a-gun, he was.
He shuffled the cards, and he played for mon, he did.
He wore a tie and a high stiff collar,
Went out and got drunk and raised a big holler;
He was a regular Jim Dandy loller,
So what do you think he did?

Well, the younger son went out West, he did.
He said that the climate there suited him best, he did.
He fell* in with some cowboys and had a good time,
Woke up in the morning with nary a dime,
And there he was broke in a foreign cl'me,
At least that's how the story goes.
A telegraph operator way out West, there was.
In rushed a man without hat, coat, or vest, there did.
"Come, send this message over the track,
'The Prodigal Son is coming back
Have plenty of veal for him on the rack."
And they sent the wire on its way.
The answer he got was short and direct, it was.
The message read, "Go to blazes. COLLECT." It did.
So he stayed ;up that night very late,
Got up in the'morning, in a big state,
And started for home on a limited freight;
If he got there, Idon't know.
This is, as far as the story goes, it is.
And what became of them, nobody knows, they don't.
The old man got sick, the old lady got well,
And here the two sons, their names Iwon't tell,
The old man died, and he went to New York.
Don't quote me, Icouldn't tell.

—

,

the

week have been
aside and
which the students of the
Retreat.
will
face face with
which
lives thus far and
down
ourselves with each
that

will
For
selves. We will
have been
of
and
if
make
merely
realize that this
We
the students but
the
withdrawal of oneself
what the word
around
from his
the worldof
ourselves of
and the
and immortal soul.
of the benefits of the Retreat
We
and benefactors as well. It will only be as good as we
ourselves are sincere and honest.

But we must prepare. Prepare to make these two
days of introspection worth while. We must understand clearly the purpose of the Retreat, how to go
about making it, and the results to look for. We must
have the proper disposition and firm determination.
When we do see ourselves it won't be easy. Too
long we have made excuses for our actions and have
taken to our own defense against opposition, whether
right or wrong.
It takes time and concentration to be able to face
ourselves as we will one day face our Creator. Two
days is such a small period of time thus we must
prepare. We must begin thinking and preparing for
this Retreat NOW.

—

—

Let's do so— for tomorrow you may die this may
be your last Retreat. Do not pass it up.

Cavern Gossipers Must Move
Comment from various sources has reached the
ears of the SPECTATOR as to the state of affairs in
the Cavern between eleven and twelve each day.
The registering of disapproval of those students
who occupy booths at this period of time, and do nothing but smoke a cigarette and talk is rising in volume.
We feel that an appeal to these seemingly unmindful persons might help to relieve this ever-growing
tension.
Those students who continuously are guilty of the
aforementioned topic of discussion should realize that
the seating capacity of the Cavern in no way covers
the number of students attending the College.

Those eating their lunch and yielding their place
to others upon completion of eating are to be comand asked to keep up their good work.
Whenever you see anyone who is occupied in
oking or talking, kindly remind him or her of the
>rtage of space.

Ended

I FATHER-

ter five days in this room with

no food. The only thing that I
have had to drink was the warm
rays of the sun that streamed
in and pierced this darkness. Five
long days Idrank in this sun-

.

up window.

TEN YEARS AGO
IN THE SPEC
Freshman class sponsors a
skating party at the Playland

Roller Rink. John Tobin, class
prexy, urges attendance.

"

Maurice O'Brien and William
Welter participate in a debate
with the U. of W.

"

The College is the only Oatholic school represented in the
Llnfield forensic tourney at
MvMlnnvllle, Oregon. Frank
Hayes reaches the finals in the
extempore contest.

I

I DAUGHTER I

| BANQUET

— Mike Schuller

Introducing

This body of mine which was
once strong has become weak af-

light, hoping beyond hope, that
it would keep' me alive. There is
.nothing left now for Ihave given
up hope. My movements are slow
and painful. The past is a heavy
burden and the future is death.
To speak, to see,or to touch some
other living thing would be a
comfort; but Imust forget the
living and prepare for death. The
clock in the city tower strikes
twelve. My small wasted body
gives a brief heave and falls into
a lifeless mass. Death has claimed another victim.
Two weeks later a key turns
in the small lock leading to a
dull gray room which has its
windows boarded up. An over
stuffed woman, the landlady, enters the room followedby a slim
anaemic looking man. little regard Is given to the still form
which is in the first stages of
decay. Rather the woman is pointing' out the better aspects of the
room to her prospective boarder.
The slim man is more interested in the room than in a mere
dead fly, ly'ng on its back in
the soft rays of the sun, which
steal from a crack in the boarded

-

"

The Rev. Francis J. McGarrigle of the Sheridan novitiate,
is' guest speaker at the Sodality meeting.

I

"

S.C. coeds give a series of
lunches at the Women's House,
the menu featuring a selection
of five cent dishes.

Leo Gilman

There was an old man who had two sons, there was.
They lived on a ranch, so the story runs, they did.
They l'.ved on the plains of Abraham,
Way up there inNew Amsterdam.
The rest of the story doesn't matter so much.
So what do you think they did?
The older son was a goodly one, he was.
He went to church every Sunday morn, he did.
He wore a stiff pinnuleous face,
He longed for a seat in the heavenly place,
But now for the other son.

Here Iam in this dark drear/
room which is in total darkness,
except for the fine stream of evening sun that struggles through
a crack in the boarded up win-

The sun rays hit the center of
the floor and reflect the dull gray
Feature Editor
walls. No sound is audible to the
ear, silence and the slight stream
Sports Editor
■
Art Editor
of light had replaced the previous downpour of rain on the
~
John Rooney
Rewrite
roof
above. I am alone, left to
Rosemary Barrett
Proof Reader
:
die the slow death of starvation.
.Frank Barrett, Gerald Talbott
Photography
No one knows nor does anyBUSINESS STAFF
one care why I am here; but
Business Manager
KEN SCHWEITZER they all know why Ishould die.
808 APPLEGATE Looking forward to death isn't
Advertising Manager
CHRIS McHWGH pleasant, especially when you
Circulation Manager
have spent the whole of your life
REPORTERS
living off others. Always taking,
L. J. Ashurst, R. B. Balch, F. J. Bell, R- M. Barrett, M. A. Clark, never giving!
(M.
A.
E. E. Ernsdorff, J. M. Gagnon, C. A. Gibbons, C. L. Griffin,
The one argument in my deHoffman, D. A. Klingele, M. E. Leßrasseur, L. A. Malsie, J. A.
fense
is that my parents separatMcKay, T. A. Meyers, P. M. Plumb, L. F. Sheppard, V. A. Zweigart,
soon after my birth. They left
ed
J. T. McTigue.
me, a mere child, to shift for myB. P. Mehelich, T. E. Dibb, D. A. Charnley
Sports
self. My abilities were few and
Typing
J. B. Goodman, B. A. Klingele, B. L. Judd my services weren't desired by
-A.
P.
Buck,
Dorgan
B.
T.
Circulation
they spumed and
ARTHUR S. WHARTON, S. J. anyone; ip fact
FACULTY ADVISOR.
from the start.
condemned
me
Street,
Editorial and business offiicea are at 10th and Madison
out, Imust
way
There
was
one
Seattle 22, Washington. Subscription rate, 50c per quarter. Adversteal, for the law of self presertising rates, 76c per column inch.
vation demands that I should
have sufficient food to cont:»iue
my exlstance.
My victims were first, only
the
rich; but later Istole from
has ever
a Retreat
anyone
the poor and soon a strong atparticular
might be your traction to thievery developed in
my veins. Stealing didn't bother
last is
my conscience, Isoon grew fat
set
next
days
and strong. The stamp of laziness
designated as days upon
was written across my face.
Men, women and children
participate in a
ASSC
aolng with all my ancestors
to
our- should be
two days we
come
eliminated from the
may face of the earth. These shouts
tear away any pretense
became screams. The screams
dig
part our daily
died
when Iwas trapped
other,
is in thisdown
really acquaint
small, dimly lighted gray
we
a good Retreat.
tomb of death.
Retreat is not
must
Just as certain as you see these
the dreaded hand of death
lines,
that
it is is closing
forcing of activities on
about my quickly fadimplies, a
just
ing span of life. Is this Justice?
things
Has God finally decided that my
daily routine, from
career be brought to
him,
our distasteful O'God,
subjective probing by
why have You
an md?
own heart, mind,
decided that my time is drawing to a close? Why is the hand
are recipients
of fate pointing at me?
"

3 Editor

... —

Friday,

MR. JOHN ARTHUR OLMER teaches American and
English literature and Composition one and two at Seattle
College. Mr. Olmer is well
known to most of the students
in the College, but few know
that Seattle College is practically his second-home.
He is a Seattle native. His
education was got at Seattle
Prep, Seattle College (1935),
and Gonzaga. Mr. Olmer has a
Master of Arts degree from
the University of Washington
specifically,
in Literature,
Chaucer, and he will be eligible for a Ph.D. when he gets
a knowledge of German.
When Mr. Olmer attended
Seattle College (way back
but not too far) there were only
four students in his graduating
class. At the same time the en-

.

—

rollment for the entire school
was forty students. He played
basketball for four years, and
in one contest he broke his leg.
He remembers the day when
the first Spectator was put out
by the students of the College
in 1931 as a mimeographed
sheet of gossip and jokes. The
name, Spectator, was attached
to the sheet by a well meaning
person (now unknown) in the
form of Greek. It is not certain
that what was put at the top
meant Spectator in English,
but that does not matter now.
Mr. Olmer's
Considering
background in composition and
literature, one can find a ready
reason for his enthusiasm for
a school magazine. In his opinion Seattle College .should have
a magazine if the many problems confronting such a venture
could be overcome.
While Mr. Olmer attended
Gonzaga he also taught there.
He taught also at Seattle College from which he left to go
to the University of Washington. He remained at the University for six years on the
English staff. Recently he returned to teach at Seattle College.
Mr. Olmer always has been
interested in Literature. He
likes to dwell upon philosophy
because there he can find fundamental ideas, and these
ideas, he claims, he appreciates more in expression and
persuasion than merely for
themselves. Mr. Olmer is interested in many things about the
College, but the most important are his daily classes in
composition and literature.

Fulton J. Sheen
Perhaps the most sincere figure
in America today is the Right Reverend Monsignor Fulton J. Sheen,
who, through his scholarly approach and eloquent manner has

—

by Frank Drake

come what may, ready to fight
and die If necessary for what he
knows, and believes is right.
Possessor of that rare ability to
join emotional warmth, essential

become one of America's outstand- to true eloquence, and impersonal
ing orators.
objectively indispensable to true
Always the champion of social scholarsrip have netted him bis
fredom and equality among men, present popularity.
M.sgr. Sheen represents one of
Monslgnor Sheen was born in
Communism's staunchest adversar. El Paso, Illinois, in 1895. He reii'.s in the world today. One can ceieved his Bachelor of Arts Desafely say that he, as an individual gree front St. Viator's College, and
has done more for the Church in then pursued Philosophical and
America than any great Catholic Theological studies 'at the St.
to date— and perhaps more for the Paul Seminary, the Catholic UniAmerican people on the whole.
versity of America, and The UniYear in and year out his weekly versity of Louvato In Belgium. He
series of Catholic Hour addresses was made an 'Agrege en Philogo into millions of homes, Catho- sophic* in 1926, and Doctor of Dilic, Jew, Protestant, Agnostic vinity at Rome in 1924.
His first book, "God and IntelAtheist, and Communist. All listen
dutifully and find food for ligence" appeared in 1925. It ia
well worth reading, and is availthought.
He leaves you with the strong able in the library. Since that time
mpresHion that he is a gladiator he has released a book at fairly
n the arena ready for anything,
(Continued on page 4)
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Word to the Innocent
— Roscoe Balch
Comes now the dark and dreadful hour! The inefficient struggle
with the coefficients and the soc majors frustrate their will to
the community and bury themselves in books. And John Strickland strolls up to hia locker, peers in and angrily declares that
it's a fine state of affairs when you leave your books in the locker
and com» back eight weeks later to find some of tehm missing.
"WJiy/1 someone wants to know, ''didn't you check on. them from
time to time?" "It's the professors," he muttered, "they alienate me at the start of each quarter." He stared into the locker,
looked at the two books in his hand, "I knfow I'm taking more
subjects than this," he said.
The Aegis o*py editors, being nice people, befcig in a genial mood,
while writing up the Spec, decided to mention this column in a
kindly way. They searched around finding this virtue and that,
ended up by calling it "well worded. Then they sent the copy
to Fattier Carmody. Father pondered, carefully crossed out "well
worded"; wrote In "inimitable."
Going through last week's sport page, we noted that one of the
golfers bears the name, Bill Conroy, the label also of last year's
vice president. And it struck us that there are probably more than
fact,
one set of duplicate names, within the hallowed halls. In
two
between
distinguishing
difficulty
Gerry Ahnstrom had a little
one's
this:
She
came
with
day.
up
the
other
such fellows
intelligent and the other skis."

...

"You write my Aegis assignment and I'll write your* column,"
lUta Horan proposed. And by golly she did. She did a better job
than we do, and so of laourse we can't print it all, but we here
reproduce a sample: It's amazing how some youngsters make
us feel a bit ancient. A pert little freshman approached an old
timer <fee other day with, "Aren't you John Powers?" John admitted that he was. "Do you live on Queen Anne hill?" she went
on. "Uh huh." Well don't you remember me?" She was evidently
hurt when John said, "Uh huh." "A fine thing! And my motiier
used to pay me 360 an hour." "Did Iused to cut your gra»?"
"No," she said disgustedly, "you were a baby sitter."
Anyone know anything about Kappa Gamma Pi?
Before letting us print this thing, Powers made us promise
to record that we are older than he is.
Down at vet's hall they are riding Johnny Busch. John, be it

*known, has one of the finest chests of hair in Seattle. And the

boys swear that he was found, standing in a red bathrobe, runthe luxurious growth. "It itched," he says.
ning a comb through
'
Sympathy should be extended to the mother of Don Cox. He
and
went oftf to war, a clean cut example of American Youth
of
appearance
The
Seattle
hillMUy.
returned a "gittar" loving
not
in
thto
northIs
alone
however,
showed
that
Qax.
Acuff,
Roy
to hear tihe A-a-a-a-a-»
ern stronghold. Liou Gherts
was caught in the mad
performance,
the
he
Ha-a-a-a-a'ff. After
rush to Uho platform. Gazing around the milling throng, he espied, yes, 'tts true, his (somp teacher.

went^down

To be an engineering student is a hard job for anyone. How
much more difficult it must be to be an engineer and have all
the problems of being a girl, too. For example, a man called
Kathryn Botts, the only girl in electrical engineering, on the telephone the other evening. But ere they had exchanged many words,
the harsh demands of calculus drew her away. And then, ah dagger's twist, her sisters of Bordeaux seized the phone and carried on the conversation. Men are so susceptible. Kathryn finally
licked the calculus and rushed back in time to say good night
before lights out. And who got censored for having an overlong
phone conversation? Kathryn.

Beauty

. ..

Iwas standing by tile radiator in the hall on the third
floor, when a sound on the
stairway warned me that she
was approaching. Of course, I
didn't know that it was a 'she'
ascending the stairs, but some
unexplainable radiation of femininity fixed my attention.
A draft of air slithered by
me, pulling teasingljr across my
face an invisible ribbon of
sweet frogrance. The redolence
was "Taboo," Iknew it well.
Under the spell, Ivisioned the
fairness that would rise from
the marble stairs.
She would be decked in splendour, her gorgeous blond hair
swept up Into a natural headdress of gold, her fine features
softened by the creamy freshness of youth, and the dress
it would be of cloud whisps,
tinted with the ever moving soft
pink of the sunset and trimmed
with yoke of an early rainbow. The shoes would be graceful pedestals for a creature of
perfect symmetry. It is a little onder that Iwas held immovable under the charm of
beauty.
The footfalls grew more dis-

—

LETTER TO

—Ed Craig
tfcict, the delicate perfume became more enticing, and suddenly she melted into the form
of my envisioned goddess.
Zooks!
For a moment Istood, too
astounded to breathe. It was
like a thunder head transforming the immortal scarlet of a
dying tropical horizon. The
blond hair hung in unattended
and wild strands; the face wore
a chalked mask from the cosmetic counter; the sweater,
stretched, bleached, tailored
and worn, hung as uncouthly
as it had in its original state
on the shaggy sheep; the skirt
was like a wet blanket,shruiken and wrinkled from rain as
it draped a tree stump, and the
shoes, they were but wooden
barges, used more discreetly for
conveying derelicts down smelly rivers.
She turned unsmiling and
passed on down the hall, bearing with her, but well concealed, my dream of beauty. It was
then that Irealized how we
human beings abuse the h:ndiwork of our Creator, and how
thoughtlessly we ..destroy its

charm.

.... THE EDITOR

FIGHT FOB IT
The ASSC has been criticized
on the grounds that it does not
do what this week's column of
"The Student Speaks" advo-

take an active part. They don't
like the— dances the way they
are run yet they don't try to
join committees or assist making the dances what they do

cates. Charges of "cliques"
and "wheels" have been hurled
about.
Yes, a business schedule has
been set in advance. The purpose of this is to facilitate the
handling of business. The students have their chance to
speak under Roberts Rules of
Order. Any member can bring
business before the ASSC. If a
constitutional amendment is to
be presented one has only to
collect the necessary backing
and present it.
Too many students will not

Of course things are not perfect. But if changes are desired
those with initiative will make
them. If a person refuses to
test his rights, will not fight
for his idea, then most of the
fault lies with himself.
"Wheel" and "clique" is not
to be hurled indiscriminately.
Examine first and see if you
can conscientiously say that
you have done your part to
furttier the ASSC. Perfection is
not here, it must be won. If
you want it, fight for it."
Bill Marsh (Pre-Legal Soph.)

ATHLETIC

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
..

.

Conforming with Jesuit
policies, new coach Len Yandle has takenover as Athletic
Director while Father Francis X. Logan, S.J., has been
switched t o Moderator of
Athletes. On behalf of the
Spectator staff and the whole
student body, we wish to extend our best wishes to the
new coach for much success
in the seasons to come, and
pledge our full
" " spuport.
"
Many of the Seattle College
Hiyu Coolees were greatly
disappointed last Sunday,
wTtHTthe Civic Auditorium appearance of Roy Acuff Roy
wouldn't give'forth with his
rendition of the Hiyu Coolee
favorite, "Wreck on the Highway," despite constant pleas
from the sixth row, balcony.

.

"" "

New coach, Len Yandle,
with some assistance from
outfielder Chuck McWeeney,
held the distinction of being
the first injury of the baseball season and he hopes the
last. At the opening practice
last Tuesday afternoon at
Broadway field, the squad
was winding up some batting
practice. Chuck McWeeney,
the last of about 30, stepped
to the plate and knocked out
two pop flies. On the last
pitch, the bat slipped from
Chuck's hands and hit the
coach on the left ankle. A

Sportslighting
—

by Tom Sheehan
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DIRECTOR NAMED

by Tom Tangney

quick trip to the hospital
showed nothing broken but a
blood clot about the size of a
baseball had formed. Altho
the coach was on his feet
within 20 minutes, Chuck
McWeeney is the first player
to really impress the new
coach.
"""
Eastern Washington topped the Central Washington
Wildcats last week in Wenatchee in a playoff game to
determine which team was to
travel to Kansas City for the
National Intercollegiate Tournament. This game, however,
(Pictured above are the winners of the Intramural Basketball
had no bearing on the final League which was inaugurated in the Spring' quarter. The Checkers,
Winco League standings. In their team name, won ten games and lost two, finishing second to
the records, CentralandEast- the first place Bells whom they defeated in the final game of the
ern wound up ina tie for first playoffs. Pictured left to right, back row, are Bob Shay, Jim Corbett, Frank Vena and TomBeaudet. First row, Ed Grissy, Don Wood,
place.
" "

*

Eyes are turned this week
to the State High School
Tournament at the University
of Washington Pavilion. The
best high school basketball
talent in the state goes on
dispaly in this tournament
and every college in this region has its scouts out to see
it. Predictions may be foolish but after the way the pros
picked the O. S. C.-U.C.L.A.
playoff I
feel Ican run out
on the limb a little. I'll pick
Anacortes.
Also, there will be a lot of
good talent displayed at next
week's Class "B" Tourney.

saptain; Hank Caeal, and Buss Ahnstrom.
scoring.
in

Leland Crabtree is still the
leading scorer for the Chieftain
Ski Team, as the results of the
Class B Championship will prove.
This meeting was held March 1
and 2, but due to the fact of the
large number of participants it
took quite a little time to tabulate all the scores.
The downhill results of. the
Chiefs were announced last week,
so we will now finish up the meet
with the slalom and combined

coach finally came last Sunday morning, when the Athletic department announced the signing of Len Yandle,
former star athlete at Gonzaga University. Len reported
for work last Tuesday, and is already in the process of
forming a winning baseball nine.

NEW COACH

scores.
In the slalom, Robert Dietzen
placed 23rd with an average
time of 2:03.0; Mcl Nelson 26th,
2:06.3;

Leland Crabtree

30th,

2:16.0; Scott Smith 34th, 2:21.2;
2:23.8;
Lauren Barron 37th,
Rhoady Lee 38th, 2:24.0; Jack

Koenig 42nd, 2:32.7; Richard Kavet 45th, 2:39.4; and Jack Tangney 54th, 3:29.4.
For the combined scores in
both the slalom and downhill,
Wood led the league Crabtree came in 26th with 221.8
points; Scott Smith 27th, 223.6;
Richard Kavet 34th, 233.5; Mcl
Nelson 36th, 237.0; Jack Koenig
37th, 238.6; Robert Dietzen 41st,
249.4; Lauren Barron 47th, 264.0;
and Jack Tangney 49th, 279.1.
Rhoady Lee did not have a combined time due to the fact that
he was disqualified in the down-

Beasley Says
By Ed Beailey

FORMER GONZAGA STAR TO
To Enter Hood Meet; ASSUME DUTIES Of ATHLETIC
AND HEAD COACH
Grabtree High Scorer DIRECTOR
The long-awaited announcement of Seattle's new head

Chieftain Ski Team

CHAMPS

—

While in the Navy he served
as a member of the Fleet City
Bluejackets coaching staff, an

Len Yandle

SC JayVees Roll Over

Checkers As Bordeaux
hill race.
Smashes Sarazin Stars
The next major ski meet that

Meeting To Be Held
Today to Discuss Plans
For Ski Trip Sunday

It!

—

NORB TRUDEAU

As spring approaches and the
Winco League co-champs, Seattle
College divoteers swing back into
acticu, we would like to introduce
the Captain of the Chieftain team,
Norb Trudeau
Six foot, two inch, Norb is
serving his second year as bautain of the golf team, having led
his teammates to the Winco
league co-championship last year.
Norb is a graduate of Broadway High school, class of 1940,
where he won three letters in
the tee-off sport. During his last
two years of high school he held
down the number one position on
the

team.

Throughout the

war

Norb spent

The following weekend, April

as a radiomanin the
26 and 27, five or six members
Navy; twenty-four months were
of the team will be at Timberspent overseas in the Aleutians line,
Mt. Hood, Oregon, for a
and the South Pacific.
giant slalom race sponsored by
He is one of those married the P.N.S.A. This will be the last
Vets, attending school on the G. meet of the year befort the ChiefI. bill and working in the after- tains hang up their skis for the
noons; thus he has little time summer.
for golf, but he manages to TO THOSK WHO GAVE
Since there will be no paper
squeeze in a few eighteen holes
next
week and my memory is
in
school
major
a week. Norb's
more or less short, Iwould like
is Business Administration
to throw a few orchids Ihave
In regards to the team, Norb neglected to certain people for
figures the squad will be as their help to the ski team. These
strong if not stronger than last go to Osborn and Ulland and BUI
forty months

year's champions. Nlssen, MacDonald and Norb give the Chiefs
three lettermen on which to
build this year, plus plenty of
outstanding new material.

Lohrer's sports shops for their
Interest and help in securing us
new equipment at a low cost; and
to Anderson and Thompson
(across the street) for their gift
of
many different waxes for the
room
for
there
is
still
However
more good divot men, so anyone team.
CHIT-CHAT
who can get down in the sevenDuring the few free days next
ties or low eighties once in a
week
the ski team is going to
and
Norb,
while, had better see
Mt.
Baker
for closs-country practhe
Seattle
a
on
berth
try for

College golf team.

(Continued on page 4)

Len Yandle, Seattle College's

new diamond coach, showed his
capabilities and initiative last
Tuesday afternoon at Broadway
Playfield, as he conducted the
Chieftains first official baseball

turnout.
Before sending the large squad
through their first practice session, under his guidance, the new
coach talked to the diamond aspirants a few minutes, explaining
his theories and telling them just
what he expects of them indlvidualy.
According to Coach Len, the
main point to concentrate on is a
hitting ball club. "Hit the ball
hard and often, and the opposition is bound to muff some <of
the chances," coach Yandle says.
He also emphasized baserunnlng
(Continued

on page 4)

outstanding Navy basketball outfit during the war.
Yandles most recent venture
was player-coach of the now defunct Salem Trailblazer professional basketball team.
With a stepped-up sports program already underway at Seattle College, Len is expected to
fit right in to the plans. His duties will consist of Director of
Athletics, head basketball, track,
and baseball coach. Next year he
will probably assist in the new
Physical Education schedule.
A personal touch, Len is married and has one seven year old

son.

Joyce's Meet Blowouts.
Specs Engage Strikers;
Winter Play Ends

-

139 141 116
171 124 129

rim Gagnon
r. Gustaveson
ft, Joyce

119 120 142
176 132 162

Doran
3UI

Dummy
handicap

"—

125 125 125
30 30 30

717 735 700
Vebster

"

_

MA SMITH'S

Jaker

Hiyus Take To Trail
Next Sunday OnHiking
Trip to Wallace Falls

157 131 147

762 648 696
STRIKERS
125 172 185
Dverby ..._
„
Butler
158 153 99
11l 123 130
Dahl
168 132 131
judwig

2 0

"

the

assembled bowlers' organization.

8 0 12 3

*

for

Joyce's Independents meeting Ihc
Blow-Outs and thj Sperlai^r aggregation facing the: Strikers.
Conflicting UdU-s with other
intramural sp >rts resulted in
somewhat sporadic competition
among the trundV-s. This situation, however, will be corrected
for next quarter's league play.
Anyone wishing to bowl in the
league should contact League
Prcxy Richard Joyce, Further detajls may be obtained at a meeting to be held Man/h 19, in Room
118 of the Liberal Arts Building
at 12:10.
It is interesting to note that
the match between the Spec's
and Ma Smith's was the outstanding bowling compiled by the
Dummys on both sides. A word
to the wise is superfluous.
In the other League gamesHerman Ludwig pulled his team out
of defeat by striking out La the
last frame. Let us hope that this
next quarter will find a more

Pinyan

"

bowling

Intramural

Winter Quarter ends today with

Nava

1
Boyd 6
Vena 2
1
10 0
Healy 8
Galbraith 3
Young..
Farrell 4
* 33 00 00 30 32 00 Nava 0
Groaeclose
Griasly 2
Monroe
0
Non-League
All Gannw-LeagUK
Coe 2
McKay 0
Player
g fg ft ttm pf tp
O'Donell 0
73
339
The Seattle College Golf Team Spangler
31 126 87 76
Chamberlin 0
29 106 44 38 76 256
will open play for the 1946-47 Mclver
I
Kennedy 1
season with a non-league match Willis
28 101 43 35 77 245
with Everett Junior College at Blakley
31 95 38 44 76 228
*
Sands
18 SO 55 12 37 171
Everett today.
The Chieftains, last year's ■Lang
30 65 32 40 61 162
12 25 12 17 26 62
WINCO League co-champions Smith
17 12 9 8 14 33
with Western Washington, will McNeil
send a five-man aggregation to (Manning
12 12 2 3 15 26
12 6 5 5 8 17
Everett. The team includes Norb Sullivan
11 8 l 2 8 17 Hikers of the Hiyu Coolee,
Trudeau, Captain, Ray Nissen, Flynn*
15 4 6 5 3 14 seeking relief from the "postGene MacDonald, Sidney Earle, Moore
4 3 5 6 12 exam shakes," will take the trail
Nls20
Conroy.
Trudeaux,
Pinyan
and Bill
11 4 8 3 8 11 this Sunday. Wallace Falls, three
sm, and MacDonald were mem- Young*
bers of last year's team.
Grosecloae* 4 10 0 4 2 miles from the nearest road, is
2 0 10 0 1 the destination, and no snow is
Entering in their second sea- Nava* *
2 0 10 2 1 expected.
son of WINCO League Golf play, Douglas
1
Sweeney*
for
a
team
are
0 0 10 0 However, powers-that-be regood
prospects
1 0 0 0 1 0 gard as inadvisable the purchase
bright, stated player captain Tru- Nunn*
of ballet slipers for the occasion.
DW not complete season.
deaux.
G-games; fg-field goal; ft-free Fee translation (it coats you noAnyone interested in trying out
for the team are advised to see throw; ftm-free throw missed; thing), is "Wear thy boots, kidpf-peraonal foul; tp-total point*. dies."
Norb Trudeaux immediately.

Large Baseball Team Golfers In Match With
Greets New Coach At Everett Junior College
Broadway Diamond
Team At Everett Today

background. After graduating
from Oregon City high school,
Len attended Gonzaga University
where he was a regular on the
Bulldogs 1935, 36, 37 hoop teams.
From there he went to Spokane
Junior College, where he coached,
basketball and baseball. Then to'
Multnomah Junior College in
Portland, where he produced a
championship basketball team.
Next he coached at St. Martin's
College, just before entering the

service.

A visitor from Yakima tells me that the news of our new
appointee received generous coverage on the sport page of the Chieftains will enter is the In the annual Sarazin-Bordeaux
the valley paper. It's a cinch that it wasn't a reprint from last one of the season at Mt. sponsoredintramural all-star basHood, Oregon. This is a giant ketball game, held last Friday
our matutinal daily which ignores anything which concerns slalom for
the Class B skiers night at the ODea gymnasium,
S. C. athletic doings. Nobody around here expects any sponsored by the P.N.S.A.
the Bordeaux squad gained and
a 13 point lead until
maintained
coverage comparable to the big name schools but when the
gun time. With Andersen and
appointment of a new coach is hidden away with a Lydia
Farrell setting the pace for
Bordeaux ith 14 and 12 posits
Pinkham ad, then it's time for somebody to pass out the
respectively, the red team connews
pills. What is so exasperating is the fact that the
trolled the play the entire game.
was witheld from the Spectator to give the dailies a scoop.
The Sarazin squad, led by high
point man Dick Joyce, with a
For the same reason Mr. Yandle did not make his appearSki
PresiK.
of
C.
Club
total of 16 points for the eveO'Brien,
Friday's
of
the
Joe
meeting
Schuss
ance at last
dent, announces a meeting to- ning, threatened to step into the
Col Druxman
Bill Fenton has done a grand job of keeping our dailies day at 12:10 in room 123, to col- lead several times, only to be
posted on our doings. If his data gets no farther than the lect the required $1.75 from mem. turned back by a more powerful
IT'S OFFICIAL, NOW
Sliding is now considered a desk of some buck-passing scribe, perhaps it's time the bers taking next Sunday's trip team. In the later stages of the
minor sport at Seattle College, students should do something about the matter. A student to Stevens Pass. No money will game the football instinct of
be accepted after this date.
some of the intramural boys beaccording, to the results of the
body of our size would comprise a healthy number of subgan to show. In the closing min"The
weather's
fine
last
for
skiLettermen's Club meeting
scriptions. Doubtless a demand on that basis for proper ing" will be the theme song of utes of the rough and tumble
Monday. Requirements for a ski
"Run along the schussers who will top the contest Joyce sparked the Sarateam letter are that a person recognifon would receive more than a paternal
slopes of Stevens Pass, Sunday. zin team with a scoring spree of
half
of
papers."
my
in
one
me
participate
peddle
boy
must
little
and leave
Latest weather Bureau reports six points but for the last time
the ski meets and must place
in
mind
to
Tangney
Editor
Tom
has
Sports
believe
available
indicate skiing condi- the Bordeaux squad pulled away
each
meet.
I
upper
in the
50% of
items
about
will be par excellent, thus for the final count of 58 to 45.
glean
a
few
tions
personal
coach,
interview
our
new
to
EVERETT JC SEEKS REVENGE
In the final game of the night,
mak'ng the Chieftain's first trip
Ireceived a letter from Frank his athletic past and his impressions of S.C. Here are a
the
Intramural Champion Checkof
the
season
to
area
a
day
this
Crosby, President of the ski club couple of items that he won't be able to use. One of our
filled with thrills and spills.
er ball team was on the losing
other
J.C.,
day,
at Everett
the
Faculty was at Gonzaga when Len played varsty basketball The Committee on the Ski end of a 50-32 count with the Seand it seems as if they want
in the late twenties. Hearkening back to those days, Club Patches announces that due attle College Junior Varsity
another meet with us. This time there
stated, "I never saw Yandle miss a foul to such a small response on the squad. Holding the lead but once,
they will sponsor the meet and Father Forester
hoping
Here's
he can teach that skill to his Chief- part of the members, it has early in the tirst half, the Check,
Ibelieve they are inviting such shot."
been deemed necessary to cancel ers ere behind 13-22 at midpoint.
teams as Wenatchee, Yakima, tains. However, there was one foul shot which Yandle
Beginning the second half with
College of Puget Sound, Pacific didn't make during the past season and thereby hangs a orders for the Chieftain Patches.
"Opportunity knocks but once" a new energy, the Checkers closed
Lutheran, and St. Martins.
tale. As you probably know, Yandle was player-coach for and Fritz Kramer will "Open the gap from nine to three points.
Crosby said that this time they
the Salem Blazers in the professional league. When one the door for you, Richard," if Baskets by Vena, Healy, Corbett,
can, and will, beat us, but that
varsity career ended two decades ago, you will attend his lectures at and Farrell brought the score
only remains to be seen. March considers that his
think that he would be more coach 12:00, Room 210 every Thursday. from 21 to 24. However, baskets
29 and SO are the tentative dates. we might be inclined to
Mr. Kramer will cover various by Boyd, Flynn and Uhrich reThey also have three women who than player.
topics on skiing for those who gained a sizeable lead for the
excelin downhill and slalom, but,
enjoy
winter sports.
J. V.'s which they held to the
boys
in
Which
his
were
with
the
manner
Not satisfied
with the exception of Corinne !.<■end. Flynn led the scoring with
roux, Seattle College has nothing clearing the backboard hi a game with the towering MandicSEATTLE COLLEGE
counters followed by Uhrich
18
to offer in the \gay of female Wethermuth combination of Portland, Yandle went into the
WINCO LEAGUE GAMES
with 12. Corbett led the losers
skiers.
game. He went up for a rebound and though fouled, came
with 9 points.
Dick Ooe
SKI CLUB TO STEVENS
down with the balL But that foul was shot by a team-mate I'layerStatistics by
Bordeaux (68) Sarazin (45)
g tg ft ftm pf tp McEvoy
The ski club has finally made for Len left the game with a gash above the eye which
Dahlem 10
8
Willis
12 43 20 15 32 115 Fenton 0
arrangements for an overnight
Reily 5
the
season
required a number of stitches. Len did finish
12 34 47 34 28 115 Andersen 14
Spangler
ski trip to Stevens Pass on April
1
Holland
were
some
Salem-Spokane
team. There
Mclver
10 48 17 17 30 113 Tillisch 9
19 and 20. This is one of the with a combination
Baker 2
remember, Yandle Blakley
12 32 20 25 40 84 Kane 5
best ski areas in the surround- pretty fair ball players out there but as I
Short 0
12 83 12 21 22 78
capthe
ing territory and with
was top scorer for his team inits past Seattle appearance. Lang
O'Brien 4
Codd 11
6 16 6 10 17 38 Farrell 12
able management of Roy and Now if the boys will cease tossing bats at Yandle he might Smith*
Crollard0
*
2 1.0 3 1 6 23 Healy
Wilnui Weckworth at the Gov6
Joyce 16
have a Sands
things about baseball. I
possibly
show
them
a
few
Harming
9 10 1 2 13 21
ernment Lodge, one may have an
Varsity
(50)
(32)
Jr.
Checkers
saying of "a McNeil
9 4 3 3 7 11
enjoyable time at Stevens Pass. hunch we can apply to our new coach that old
9
McNeil
Corbett
9
eventually
perball-player's ball-player." That news might
Moore
11 4 3 3 1 11 Flynn 18
Sign up early for this trip.
Shay 2
4 4 2 2 3 10
MT. HOOD GIANT SLALOM
colate thru to the dusty sanctums of some local sport writers. Sullivan*
Uhrich 12
Wood 5

Let's

Yandle comes to the College
with quite a Northwest sports

188 144 166
118 109 135
129 137 145

ryllia
)ummy
Dummy

125 125 125
125 125 125

685 638 696
SPECTATORS
105 126 136
131 129 137
143 163 131

3ray
(Vilson
[vanlch

Dummy
Dummy
iandicap

125 125 125
125 125 125
10
10 10

TRACK
All

NOTICE.

those Interested i
track and field events ar
urged to attend a meeting today at 12 noon in room 111
Coach Lea Yandle will di»
ciiNN inter-colleglate coinpet

tion.
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The Students Speak PIXIES
JIM HUGHES and PEGGY LESSER
QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE A. S.S.C.
STUDENT BODY MEETINGS?

NEWS FROM
BORDEAUX HALL

PARTY TONIGHT
CLASS SPONSORS
PIXIES???

JUNIOR

ANNUAL ST. PATRICK'S
DAY MIXER MON., 9-12

—Virginia Glassy

Exams! Exams. Studying a little harder haa kept the Bormeetings
FRED TOUGH (Pre-Journal- Frosh) "Student body
deauxites busy. Getting term paThe St. Patrick's Day Mixer, entitled the Pixies Party,
ism Soph) "All I know about are a show. All policies and actlv. pers in and reviewing the last
sponsored
by the Junior Class will be held Monday eventhe ASSC is that I get a card ities have apparently been set .'»: quarter's work have not been the
Board
a
ing,
advance by the Activities
March 17, St. Patrick's Day. Under the co-chairmaneach quarter that makes me
only thing to keep their mind's
member of it.
and other behind the scenes occupied. A few humorous (some
ship of Will Kneiss and Bob Larson the Irishman's holiday
VERNON CUNNINGHAM wheels. Let's let the students people call it that) goings on have
has been well planned and an enjoyable evening is promised.
(Special Student) "I know that have a real share in the meet- made it an essential practice to
Music will be provided by ArASSC stands for Associated Stu- ings."
in one's bed before retiring.
chie Kyle and his orchestra, from
look
dents of Seattle College is a
WALT STOLLE (Engineering- Helen Cushing for cue found a
nine until twelve at the Eagles
of Frosh) "The student body meet- nice
governing body, members
between her
coiled
snake
Mooney Auditorium, Seventh and Union.
by
which are chosen from Freshman, ings are held because the consti- "Duz" white sheets. By some
Tickets are now on sale in the
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors, tution calls for said meetings.
Women
students
College
of
the
on
Voelker
main
coincidence Darlene
hall at $65 per perscti.
and also the school of Nursing. All business is discussed before the same night found a friendly
.held their monthly meeting last
Half
the proceeds of the dance
The purpose of ASSC is to gov- the meetings by the so-called mouse perched near her pillow.
Tuesday, March 4 for the purpose will be given to the Gavel Club
ern the affairs of students."
of discussing the activities of the
wheels. If student body meetings
Things like this don't happen
towards sending four Seattle ColROSEANN CASSIDY (Educa- are to be held, let the students often
AWSSC for the spring quarter.
Kelly
much. Dannete
lege Debaters to the National
tion-Frosh) "I've gone to stu- discuss the business of the stu- thanks
Chris McHugh asked the sup- Contest.
the Almighty that she was
dent body meetings and still do dents.
port of the women students on
going to change her sheets anyThe general theme of the St.
get for the Pixies Party are, left to right, Frances the Gavel Club sponsored raffle
not know what the ASSC does.
All
Pre-Major
(
OE
when
scateight
way
WALT TAB
she kicked
Day Mixer deals with
Patrick's
Larson, Katie Mor- to raise funds for the Virginia
For an organization this large the Frosh) "Meetings for the students
herring while getting Into McGuire, Rita Horan, Jim Mcßride, Bob
fairies and the pixifs.
tered
Irish
the
rison, Nora Murray, and Will Kneiss (kneeling). Larson tournament.
ASSC doesn't seem to do very should be held in a larger place her upper bunk.
This theme will be carried out
much.
Miss Neidenneyer invited, in during intermission.
Sitting here now writing this and Kneiss are co-chairmen
and also at a different hour. Too
DON MANLEY (Businesß- many are. unable to attend at Iexpect Jean Dorman to come
the name of the Silver Scroll, all
Committee memoers are Katie
Soph) "What is the ASSC? This twelve o'clock because they have flying out of her room any mothe women to the Dad-Daughter Morrison, tickets; Lorraine Brule,
is a hard question to answer a job. Consequently they are un- ment. She doesn't like mice no
Banquet tentatively set for April
and Mary Botolatto, Publicity;
when one hasn't time to attend able to keep up with college matter how friendly they may be.
10. It is really a big affair and Nora Murray, Hall and Orchesstudent body meetings or read news."
all are encouraged to attend.
It's o.k. Jean the housing shortra; they in turn have been ably
through the lengthy involved stuThe announcement was made assisted by Bscky Roberts, Jerri
This one's
(Bus. Major tage, you know
ROBERT
WHITE
dent constitution. As far as I
that Valeria Kenipf and Mary McKay, Virginia Clark and Jim
Frosh) "I think they have a very cm her pillow.
know everyone is a member of
to
GeorTniinbiill
will be the Co-Chairman McKay, and Laura Ellis.
goodbye
say
Now
we
However,
organization.
efficient
In accordance with .the
it but what it entitles you to no
Tolo, traditionis
Colleaving
Eckroat
of
the
Cotton-Ball
who
more students should be let in on gie
umbus and Virginia Mason hospione seems to know."
ASSC constitution Article 3 tals.
be
in
Spring quarShe'll
the
Spring
ally
during
held
majority
lege
A
Quarter.
going
good
what's
on.
it»kl 4 of said document conLLOYDE OALEY (Engineering of students have never attended Bremerton, homey but we'll gee
of the Advis- ter.
The
(2)
secretary
cerning the voting on the
Soph) "AIJ Iknow is that our a meeting due to crowded con- her soon again.
The Hot Cross Bun sale will
ory Board shall have published
(Continued from page 3)
amendment to the constitution
given
at
was
a
dance
Vet's Hall
Mary Jane Hudson will move to
College paper at least sev- be held again this Lent to outditions."
in
the
is
Co
be
in
the
published
Spechand on finances when our dance
the Evangeline, and we'll still
en days prior to the election the fit two First Communicants. It and conditioning, but for the tfme
DORIS LINBAUGH (Musictator. Also to be published is
went in the red. For those who
class
to
see
her
from
dashing
section of Articles 111 and IV will be Co-Chairmaned by those being, batting practice will reFrosh) "The meetings are good,
Article S of the by-laws. Since
work or have afternoon classes
pre-occupied as usual.
concerning that election and also twins, Donna and Dulcee Chalfa- ceive most of the attention.
however, everything is decided be. class
Article S and 4 do not pertain
student body meetings are imroomers
The Mother-Daughter Tea will
our
former
Among
Article 111 of the by-laws. He
The squad to date boasts of a
forehand and the students themto this election. Article 3 of
return from
possible to attend."
will
be
held
this
at
Bordeaux
Majeski
year
Jerry
permanent
good
supply of pitchers and
in
the
place
have
much
shall
selves don't seem to
the by-laws is herewith pubJOHN FIL IO N (Pre-Major
Oregon for Spring Quarter learnregis- Hall on the last Sunday in March. catchers; the infield material is
files
of
the
the
Association
say."
lishedalong with Article 7 con- tration
Soph) "With the abundance of
Mothers and daughters will both also very good, but the field still
ing, back to her old roommates
records.
cerning Amendments.
808 BROWN (Pre Maj.-Frosh) Rose Papao and Ann Peterson on
students the ASSC seems to be
be invited to the tea so that it looks weak, however there are
shall
be
reEach
student
(3)
doing a good job the way things "Lacks enthusiasm in extra-curri. the third floor.
ARTICLE
(Amendments)
VII
quired before each election to will be easier to get the mothers plenty of candidates. There are
and students have become mixed cular activities. The students all
acquainted. The tea will be di- no positions closed yet, and the
The popular sack dress'has set
may
1.
This
constitution
Section
register for voting at the polls at
seem to be in school for the pur- quite a precedent at Bordeaux.
because of the war."
rected
by Lucille Hemness and battle for the first nine Is wide
following
man- which he shall cast his ballot.
be amended in the
."
PHIL BUCKLEY ( Engineer* ig pose of studying
Jeanne
Asked what it was "Pickie" ner only:
Chase.
open. Coach Yandle invites evwill
take
durplace
Registration
Frosh) "The ASSC is only a name
JERRY OOPELAND'(Pre De«t Walmsley thought it a burlap bag
Have you met Millie Bonn? If eryone with fair ability to turn
consecutive
The
amendment
of
two
proposed
ing
period
(1)
the
and sounds big time. But actually Frosh) "Too many women who with holes cut for the arms and
real plea- out and make the competition
shall be signed by at least ten school days three school days not you have missed a?
all the school functions are run want to get married. Speaking as the head. Seems to think they're
At the meeting Millie told keen.
sure.
which
the
eleccent
of
of
the
to
that
on
prior
the members
of the 'Hermit's cute the way she keeps pestering per
through the Activities Board. I'm a representative
the members of her trip to New
The Chieftain schedule is just
"
Association and presented to the tion .shall take place, one regisin favor of a Student Council in- Club.'
sacks.
old
potato
N.A.A.C.P.
is
the cook for
York
for
the
This
about
completed, with several lopriany
one
tration
for
the
writing
by
shall suffice
secretary in
stead of the present school govBILL MARSH (Soph Pre-Le- Probably likes the design. Oh well, of the signers. The secretary mary and general voting of any the National Association for the cal semi-pro nines forming the
ernment."
in 'Letters to the "Pickie," live and learn.
Advancement of Colored People. opposition In the early season
gal) "Look
"
shall present the amendment and particular election. The registraPAUL M. WILLIAMS (Pre-Law Editor.'
the names of the signers to the tion booths shall be conducted by This is a conference of youth to practice games. The Wlnco league
Association at the next succeed- properly designated members or discuss racial problems and is the schedule is completed, and will
VET'S
representatives of the Advisory only such organization recognized consist of six double-htaders, two
By Dave Lovcik ing meeting of the Association.
by Congresß. The Association each with Western Wash., PaciContinued from page 2)
(Continued from page 3
(2) Notice of the meeting, with Board, and shall be open from wishes to
extend these commis- fic Lutheran, and St. Marlins.
As the weekends roll by we
until
two
o'clock
on
the
of approximate- usually find that the Vet's Hall a full statement of the amend- eleven
sions on the campus of Catholic Other games on the schedule
tice. There will not be an official regular intervals
The
ofappointed.
days
election
ofthe
signment and the names
Colleges in the U.S. A very suc- will be filled in according to the
Ski Club is up trying to break
turnout" or regular time trials, ly a year apart.
ers shall be posted not less than ficials, with the secretary of the cessful attempt
again.
This exclusive
to establish this capabilities of the team.
but there will be inter-team comHis current addresses on Com- their necks
Association
shall
check
the
list
previous
seven days
to the meetCommission
made at the
was
petition in slalom, downhill, and munism are an example of his su- club, consisting more or less of
of registered voters with the list
ing.
College of
Sacred
Heart
Girls'
cross-country. Off the record it is preme style which has brought Danny Bracket, Lloyd Caley, Bob
regof
students
at
the
registered
(3) Voting shall be by ballot
Manhattanville
in
New
York. Milexpected that yours truly will many notable persons in the Wiinasek, Joe Bitson, and Jim and
a favorable vote of " two- istrar's office.
lie
exciting
also
told
us
of
the
win all three events
Question church. Henry -Ford Jr., Clare Ounn has been at this winter thirds of those voting shall be
(Continued from page 1)
(4) There shall be at all times
of the week Is whether or not the Booth Luce, and many others. sport for several months, and thus necessary for the adoption of the one inspector, one ballot distribu- sight-seeing tour she had in New
straight (not blended) from Dubski team will be appropriated Perhaps one of his most notable far have suffered only a few
tor, and one clerk, all appointed York and of the dance given for lin, and promisin that the Elves,
amendment.
Columbia
at
delegates
the
at
U.
enough money for a coach next was the conversion of Louis F. strains and sprains. After lookGnomes, Leprechauns, and Little
(4) Amendment shall take ef- by the Advisory Board, present at
year
Cross your ringers on Budenz, former editor of the ing at some of their action snapwhich Ingrid Bergman was the
open
the
All
shall
be
polls.
polls
Chowder and Maidin' SoMen's
upon
passage
fect
immediately
very
interestguest star. It was a
that one
Skiing was good on Communist "Daily Worker" and shots we wonder at their reuntil
3.
from
9
wil
be a' comin' to the
ciety
the
vote.
required
by
ing talk and everyone enjoyed it,
markable luck.
most slopes last weekend for the once fallen away Catholic.
balJunior
Pixie Mixer all the
specially
A
Class
(5)
prepared
amend(5)
I
Upon adoption or an
first time in over a month, desChuck Toynbee recently visited
way from the Emerald Isle! So
lot shall be given each voter by Millie.
Citing the Budenz case in a rein
to
the
constitution
accorAs
he
was
seated
ment
Ihave
been
accused
shop.
being
of
pite the new snow and light blizaddress the Monsignor gives a a barber
the ballot distributor, and the balit's up to us to turn out in great,
A late cent example of
a "crew cut." He dance with the provisions of this
the instigator of the idea of the
zards in several areas
classic
Christ's words, he asked for
from
er numbers to greet 'em on St.
lot
shall
be
received
no
othshall
add
it
article,
moneys
worth
the
secretary
date bureau and once and for
flash from the Ski Club and Joe "More things are wrought by the certainly got his
Night.
Patrick's
source.
er
all Iwill disclaim responsibility
O'Brien states that due to the power of prayer than the world has of cutting because the barber to the constitution under the head
(6) The ballot form shall be
amendment,
of
date
of
stating
an
for this idea. Idon't know who
little interest In buying emblems ever dreamed." My saying "I was didn't stop clipping until he came
that of the Australian ballot. The
for the club, all orders have been a Christian, so Iinvited the editor to skin. Now "cue-ball" is sing- passage, and the names of the ballot receptacle shall be sealed did start it but it wasn't yours
truly. In fact, if you want my honcancelled. Please contact the per- (Budenz) to dinner and then ing the old song, "I'll Never Go original signers.
Section 2. Any act of an of- and opened only in the presence est opinion and those of several Across the Street from School
son to whom you gave your order there was a prayer every day for There Any MoreV'
We saw one character, in. the ficer, committee, or organization of the Advisory Board.
and your money will be refunded that man."
others see this column in two QUALITY PETROLEUM
(7) Where there are two or weeks.
washroom the other day, proudly existing under this constitution
Many apologies to the people
PRODUCTS
His few remaining addresses on combing the hairs on his chest, may be repealed or amended by more to be elected, and the voter
who posed for their picture on the
presence of th^Vdvisory Board as
trip to Mt. Rainier a couple of Communism, which can be heard all three of them. A few more a two-thirds majority vote of the casts his vote for less than the
soon as the polls are closed. The
that
Hour,
poron
th
c
Catholic
to
be
Sunday
meeting
elected,
any
braid
them
members
at
number
present
and
can
you
weeks ago, but due to the fact
weeks
ballots
from the nurses' polls
missed.
be
should
not
be
tion
of
his
shall
only
ballot
and tie them with a ribbon, John. of the Association.
that my grades are a little low
(formerly Peter Pan Lunch)
shall
be
brought to the College
void.
ARTICLE
equipBulck
now
is
111
Al Small's
and finals are here (passed by
and
counted
there.
The
shall
be
results
electioneering
(8)
No
Section I. All regular and spenow), they will not be ready
ped with shiny '47 license plates.
FEATURING
shall be posted as soon as the
Sign
Spring
until the middle of next week
Allyou need to do is drive another cial elections of Association of- conducted within an area around counting
completed.
is
car between those plates and you ficers and all voting on amend- the polls to be decided by the AdHelp the debate team go to VirHe: My, but you look nice and
ments to this constitution shall visory Board.
will be all set to go, Al.
ginia and buy a chance on a ra- spring-like today.
Cream
(9) When a' voter has cast his
be conducted according to the
THESES & GENERAL
dio
She: Do I really? What
book
ballot,
must
the
sign
poll
he
TYPING DONE
"Our bank haa just gene following rules:
The NEW SENSATIONAL
makes you think so?
(1) The polls shall be estab- to certify that he has cast his
LEST YOU FORGET
M. P. SCHULLER
.hiough a reorganization."
"FRENCH TD?"
He: Every coil is in place.
(Seattle College Student)
lished at those places designated ballot.
"What was the matter?"
Don't forget that everyone is
(10) The ballots shall be coun"We found we had more vice- by the Advisory Board and shall
Call KE. 4077
CA. 8936 14th & E. Pike
cordially invited to attend the
night I
Providence, Col- ted by the election officials in the
depositors."
"Idreamed
last
had
ininclude
at
polls
than
presidents
lectures by Fritz Kramer on skiing every Thursday in room 210. vented a new type of breakfast food and was sampling it
"Snow more" dope this week, so
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT
."
HAMBURGERS
SHORT ORDERS
be skiing
in the fumy when

MISS
DEEDS
— Marcie

—

—

—

Amendment To Constitution
Presented To Student Body
For Voting Friday, March 18

.. .

Baseball Turnout

.. .

..

Let's Schuss It

Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen

—

HALL

Student Observer

...

. . ..
..

...

Clipper Service

—

...

BOVY'S CAFE

...

....

we'll
papers.

"

you

First

of

..
"Yes, yes; go on."

"I woke up and found a corner of the mattres3 gone!"

Horluck's Delicious
Ice

single:

$1.00 $1.50 PER HOUR

FADABA

900 Words, or 7 to 8 Sheets

FAST, EXPERT

MRS. MARY TUCKER

TYPING DONE
Call for or Deliver
Phone GL.5708

PETER PAN
FLORIST
1840 Bast Madison
CA. 7017
(Madiaon &.Pike Triangle)

Your Friendly Neighborhood Florist serving
your every flower need

"

DONE
TYPINGspace
$1.00

where you buy your
DRUGS COSMETICS SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN LUNCH

-

1213 E. UNION
OFFICE 122 E. UNION
Phone EA»t

I FATHER-

...
SORRENTO DRUGS
Corner Terry & Madison

1218

I
I

I DAUGHTER
I BANQUET I

SEATTLE COLLEGE SPECIAL
3 Beautiful 5"x7" Portraits
plus

One 8"xlO" Gold Tone
ONLY $7.95

BRADLEY STUDIO
Opposite Rhodes'
1328 2nd Avenue

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
1104 BROADWAY

-

Where CollegiansMeet

Malts Shakes Sundaes

5- Point Cleaners
1112 Broadway
Next Door to Chieftain Fountain
CONVENIENT LOCATION

—

QUALITY SERVICE

